


Synopsis 

It's just another day at the coffee shop for barista Gary until a comely customer recognizes him as 
the stalker who has been hovering outside her bedroom windows for the past few  months. As the 
conversation escalates, and frustrated customers wait less than patiently for their turn to order their 
lattes, Sarah quickly discovers that Gary's attractions have moved onto someone new. Gary 
discovers that the downside of stalking might just be the consequence of worlds colliding.

Programming Descriptions

COUNTRY: Canada

LENGTH: 5 mins

FORMATS: Narrative Fiction, 
Short

GENRES: Comedy, Thriller, 
Independent, Romantic 
Comedy, Urban, Satire, 
Dramedy, Social Issue

Production Notes 

"High Schticking"
Shooting SHAKY GROUNDS proved an exercise in production efficiency, as director Ron Leach 
and crew  managed to capture the entire film in under six hours of location shooting at the Common 
Grounds coffee shop, on noisy Queen Street East in Toronto. Laying track on two diagonals criss 
crossing the coffee shop, we literally managed all of our scene set ups in record time. And why, you 
might ask, did we want to work at such breakneck speed? Canada vs the United States at the 
Olympic Games, was a hockey match that no one on the crew  or in the cast wanted to miss. With 
the puck being dropped at 3:30 p.m. Toronto Time, we wrapped at 3:15. it was a short stroll across 
the street to the Dominion Pub to watch Canada Triumph at that Olympic moment.



Director’s Statement 

As a drama coach and teacher I had the great pleasure to have Andrea 
Fletcher and Dan Abramovici in my ongoing classes in both Audition 
Technique and Scene Study (Audition Dynamics and Scene Dynamics). 
Upon graduation from the course this past winter, I was approached by 
Andrea to inquire about a sketch she had created for her comedy 
troupe AWKWARD SILENCE. I was delighted to read SHAKY 
GROUNDS, in it’s sketch comedy form and agreed with Andrea that it 
would make an exceptional and engaging short film. When she asked 
me to direct the film, I was thrilled by the challenge of transforming it 
from its live environment to the complex world of the cinema and began 
work immediately. 

SHAKY GROUNDS benefited greatly by the addition to the team of 
producer Chris Luckhardt; director of photography Ryan Knight; and 
first AD Darrell Faria, as I realized my vision for a cinematic 
interpretation of  the comedy sketches that Awkward Silence had honed 
in front of live audiences in Toronto and Los Angeles. The film was 
intended to have a deliberate color palette and cinematic view  that was 
distinctive, dramatic and which would add subtext to performance and 

content to the film.

SHAKY GROUNDS posed a unique problem for me, as I didn’t want the film to indicate it’s climax. The 
idea of  switching roles from stalker to stalked was a theme I found compelling and working with Ryan 
Knight we quickly established the brightness of  the environment and wide-angle aspect ratio of the film, 
giving it the juxtaposition it needed to surprise and engage with it’s audience. An homage to the classic 
French and Italian films of the new  wave, SHAKY GROUNDS also introduces composer Mark Daniel 
Dunnett’s score and the Canadian recording artist Tyler Kealey’s original songs to shape the sound and 
heighten the risk for audience and artist alike.

Surveying the Savoury Grounds Coffee Shop, Ryan Knight and I settled upon a shot list that would rely 
heavily upon the laying of track on off-set angles within the shop. Entirely shot on the Red Camera, one 
run of track would begin from our master and push diagonally towards the front of  the café, while the 
reverse with track from the far wall would travel forward towards Andrea and Dan at the counter. We 
were able to move efficiently from multiple camera positions along this grid to get both our motivated 
camera shots and standard master, two shots, close-up and reverses with speed and reliability. The 
entire production took six hours to capture, and that included an hour of down time when we lost power 
on the grid right before our first shot of the day.

In the final analysis, SHAKY GROUNDS is a dark comedy driven by character and the entirely 
rewarding performances of Andrea Fletcher and Dan Abramovici.



Andrea Fletcher is a noted actress and comedienne in 
Toronto, and worked extensively on the comedy stage 
performing sketch and stand up across Canada and in Los 
Angeles. Along with associates Dan Abramovici and Geoff 
Hendry, she regularly performs in the sketch comedy 
troupe entitled Awkward Silence. 

Her Stand-Up Comedy and Stage credits include: Not Too 
Shabby Comedy Show  at the Upright Citizens Brigade 
Theatre in Hollywood, California; The Boom Show, at 
theatre Asylum, Hollywood California; Sketch Comedy 
Lounge, at the Rivoli, Toronto; Remedial Comedy Show, at 
O’Grady’s in Toronto; Woopsies Laugh Lounge, at The 
Poor Alex Theatre in Toronto; and has performed Stand-Up 
Comedy in the shows Eat Me, Drink Me, Comedy Lounge 
at Comedy @ The Looking Glass; Drink Till They’re Funny, 
at Comedy Night at The Old York and performed at Spirits 
Bar and Grill Open Mike Comedy night in Toronto. Andrea 
is a Sears Drama Award winning actress for her 
performance in as Madame in Solitaire. 

This marks Andrea’s debut as an executive producer as 
she founded the production company 
Fletch Films to produce the short 
films ALtARCATIONS and SHAKY 
GROUNDS.

Cast

Andrea Fletcher
Executive Producer, 
Actor, Writer

Dan Abramovici was born in Israel and 
emigrated to Canada as a young man 
with his family. He is an actor, comic 
and writer with extensive credits in film, 
television and theatre, including: The 
Way It Used To Be (short); Backyard 
Fury, Catching Axodelitis, 9 to 5 
Friends, True Story, An Addiction to 
Self  Destruction, Mayday and Flux. His 
Theatre appearances include Putting 
On Shorts, at the royal St George 
Theatre; 12 Angry Jurors, at the 

Westmount Theatre, Montreal; Twelfth Night, at the 
Westmount Theatre, Montreal; and Sketch Tactics, at Klutz 
Theatre. 

Dan’s work as a sketch artist and stand-up comedian 
include appearances at the Comedy Store in Los Angeles; 
Second City Conservatory in Toronto and the comedy clubs 
Yuk Yuks and The Spokes bar. Dan has studied acting with 
a diverse and renowned group of acting coaches including 
director, Ron Leach and at the Groundlings; Stella Adler 
and Acting Corps in Los Angeles, as well as with Toronto’s 
Pro Actors’ Lab Sears & Switzer and Bernadette Jones 
Audition Intensive. He is a founding member of Awkward 
Silence along with Andrea Fletcher and Geoff Hendry.

Dan Abramovici
Actor



Crew
Ron Leach is a Toronto native and noted Casting Director of feature films, television series and movies-of-the-week including: 
American Psycho, Love and War, The Safety of Object, The Marsh, Pale Saints, and Hiroshima. He has most recently cast on the 
television series: Da Kink In My Hair and The City Next Door Murdoch Mysteries, The Gringo and Jamie Foxx’s Untitiled Comedy 
Project for Fox Network. 

He is the Producer of the acclaimed feature-length documentary film “SHURTLEFF,” on the famed author, teacher, and casting 
director Michael Shurtleff, for the CBC, BRAVO and PBS; “AUDITION,” a four part instructional  series on the teachings of Michael 
Shurtleff for TV Ontario; “ECO-TV,” a half- hour children’s program commissioned by Earthday Canada, which he co-wrote and also 
directed; and wrote, produced and directed “THE TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES,” talking book series (which earned a gold 
record in Canada). Ron has been a juror for the INTERNATIONAL EMMY AWARDS; the “ON THE FLY FILM FESTIVAL;” was key-
note speaker for the TORONTO FILM CHALLENGE; and is a frequent moderator for the WildSound Script Reading Series and the 
Liaison of Independent Filmmakers of Toronto “LIFT OUT LOUD” script reading series. 

In 1997, Ron began teaching a renowned master classes in on-camera acting entitled “AUDITION DYNAMICS and SCENE 
DYNAMICS” which has become the foremost course of education in both camera and audition technique in Canada. He has tought 

Ron Leach
Director

his course of acting skills for the camera at the prestigious STRATFORD SHAKESPEAREAN FESTIVAL in Stratford Ontario; CENTENNIAL COLLEGE FILM 
AND VIDEO PRODUCTION DEGREE PROGRAM, THE VANCOUVER FILM SCHOOL and continues to offer private tutoring and ongoing classes in Toronto’s 
production community as well as teaching in Vancouver, New York and Los Angeles. 

Ron was on the steering committee of the first Trade Forum of Toronto’s Festival Of International Film Festivals, and was Chairman of the Board of the Canadian 
International Animation Festival, serving 2 terms, producing international Film Festivals in both Toronto and Hamilton. He was the founder and past president of 

The Talent Representatives Association of the founder and past president of The Talent Representatives 
Association Of Canada serving 3 terms, having written it’s constitution and bylaws and acting as arbiter in many 
industry disputes over his six year tenure. He recently retired as the President of the Board of Directors of 
Toronto’s award-winning ACME Theatre Company, where, during his ten year tenure, he produced over twenty 
main stage plays, and planned all independent fund-raising and grant applications. ALtARCATIONS and SHAKY 



Chris Luckhardt
Producer

Chris Luckhardt graduated from Lester B. Pearson High School in 1997 with 
aspirations of being an astronaut. He realized after few  years at university, 
that goal of  space travel would not come to pass in the immediate or 
foreseeable future. Chris pursued other fields of interest from Web Designing, 
Marketing and Event Planning. Chris holds a Bachelor's of  Science degree in 
Physics and Astronomy from York University. He soon realized, within a 
couples years of post university that film would be his passion in life.

His first venture in film started with the creation of his own production 
company 'Sprinkles and Cake Film Productions' with fellow  filmmaker Carla 
Susanto. They would go on to make several short films, all featuring in film 
festivals around the world. In 2008, Chris was hired at 'Poetic Licence 
Productions (PLP)' as their Chief Technical Officer / Producer. Working with 
Montgomery Bjornson, they both developed and produced the hit Canadian 
superhero web series Team Epic, which was later picked up on television by 
Bite TV.

Over the years, Chris has been able to use his diverse skill set in many 
positions ranging from producer, writer, production manager, assistant 
director, camera operator and more... Recently, he is working with Fletch 
Films producing several shorts and developing feature films.

Crew

With diplomas from York University and the University of  Southern California, 
Ryan Knight has lensed documentaries, music videos and short films, 
feature films and television. As a director and cinematographer, Knight 
delves into the narrative, "my eye is for the story. Which ever medium - or 
mix of  mediums - fits the story is the right path to choose. It's all about 
knowing your craft and pushing the tools of the trade". 

Several of  his short films are in distribution with Ouat Media and Movieola, 
and have screened in festivals across the globe. His latest music video 
premiered on MuchLoud! in January 2009. Knight has mentioned that 
shooting all abroad has taught him that the art of  filmmaking is universal, 
“whether you’re shooting in England, California, Toronto or Bosnia, two 
things are constant – the battle against time and the passion for the story”.

Ryan Knight
Director of Photography



Credits CAST
Sara............................................ANDREA FLETCHER
Gary.............................................DAN ABRAMOVICI

FLETCH FILMS Presents
A RON LEACH Film

Directed by...........................................RON LEACH
Produced by.....................................CHRIS LUCKHARDT
Original Concept & Screenplay by................ANDREA FLETCHER
Executive Producer..............................ANDREA FLETCHER
Director of Photography.............................RYAN KNIGHT
Film Editor..........................................NEIL SITKA
Music by....................................MARK DANIEL DUNNETT
First Assistant Director..........................DARRELL FARIA
Art Director.......................................MARTIN KYNCL
First Assistant Camera...............................SEAN BATTY
Second Assistant Camera...............................EVAN KING
Post Production Supervisor......................CHRIS LUCKHARDT
Script Supervisor..................................KEVEN ALBERS
Re-Recording Mixer.................................TOM MCMURTRY
Sound Recordist..................................REBECCA CONRAD
Key Grip..........................................TODD THOMPSON
Best Boy..........................................TJ RICHARDSON
Make-Up Artist.........................................TAMMY MA
Hair Stylist.....................................RUDY PIGNATARO
First Aid Supervisor.................................TOM JORDAN
Production Assistant............................MICHAEL TORELLI
Still Photographer.............................FREDERICK MANTER
Digital Colourist...................................RYAN KNIGHT
Music Consultant.................................MICHAEL GREGGS

Original Music Composed by
MARK DANIEL DUNNETT

Only Love
Written and Performed by Tyler Kealey

Produced by Todd Huckabone

Lover’s Graveyard
Written and Performed by Tyler Kealey

Produced by Todd Huckabone



Walk Away
Written and Performed by Tyler Kealey

Produced by Todd Huckabone

All Songs from Musical Album “Characters”
www.tylerkealey.com

Sound Equipment provided by
LOCATION AUDIO

Camera Equipment provided by
SIM VIDEO

Grip/Electric Equipment provided by
WILLIAM F. WHITE INTERNATIONAL INC.

Special Thanks to:
JANICE WILLIAMSON

TOM JORDAN
STEVE WALKINSHAW (SAVOURY GROUNDS)

CLARE JOHNSTON (ACTRA TORONTO)
MELISSA TRINH (TORONTO FILM AND TELEVISION OFFICE)

CITY OF TORONTO

Copyright © 2010 by Fletch Films.
All Rights Reserved

This film was shot on location in Toronto, Ontario, Canada

The events, characters and firms depicted in this photoplay are fictitious. Any 
similarity to actual persons, living or dead, or to actual events or firms is purely 

coincidental.

Ownership of this film is protected by copyright and other applicable laws, and any 
unauthorized duplication, distribution or exhibition of this film could result in 

criminal prosecution as well as civil liability.

Made with generous support of ACTRA Toronto

PRODUCED AND RELEASED BY FLETCH FILMS

http://www.tylerkealey.com
http://www.tylerkealey.com
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Director), 
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 (Script Supervisor)



Andrea Fletcher (Sara)

Dan Abramovici (Gary)

Fletch Films
514 Riverside Drive, Suite #2,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6S 4B5

email: info@fletchfilms.com
416-707-7591

www.fletchfilms.com
                                  

www.shakygroundsfilm.com
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